
CS349 – Assignment 4

Due Date. 23h59, March 31, 2005.

Introduction

In assignment 3 we looked at simple visualization tools used by budding gnimlets and gnimlettes. You

might have thought these tools insufficiently interactive, because human beings learn better when they

interact actively with their surroundings, as we have discussed in class. In assignment 4 we use direct

manipulation techniques to introduce interactivity into a visual display somewhat like the ones you

implemented in assignment 3. The implementation is done in Python, with a C back end actually doing the

heavy lifting.

Starting Point

You start with a small Python interface, which you will find in the course account

/u/cs349/assignments/a4

It consists of three parts

1. A C back end, which provides a collection of functions that implement transformational geometry and

manipulate the screen.

2. A Python interface, that puts components on the screen, lays them out, gets input, and passes the input

to the back end for processing.

3. Some glue, which is part of the Python code, and which associates names and calling conventions in

Python with names and calling conventions in the back end.

When these parts work together they implement a simple interactive animated interface. You will fill out

this interface to produce a direct manipulation interface that controls objects in a ‘solar system’.

Here’s how the interface works. Execution starts when you type the command

python draw.py

to the shell. A window opens with a circle in it. When you select ‘Start animation’ from the menu the circle

starts to move around on the screen, bouncing off the edges of the window. In draw.py you will see code

that creates the interface, and that animates the motion of the circle. This code makes calls to the module

Gr, which is implemented in C. Three C files, draw.c, matrixUtils.c and pyinter.c, form the back

end of the system. Compiled together they make the module Gr.so, a shared object library. (This

compilation is done by executing make in the directory that contains them.) pyinter.c defines the entry

points used by draw.py; draw.c provides the implementation of the entry points.

draw.c implements a very simple transformation geometry package, implementing one basic shape,

the circle, and one transformation, translation. The basic shape is implemented as a standard form, plus

two 3x3 transformation matrices. The forward transformation matrix is used for drawing, moving the

standard shape to its size and position on the screen; the inverse transformation matrix is used for the inside

tests required for selection using the mouse. You will notice that the Python animation code computes the

transformation that should be applied to the circle to make it move to its new position, then calls the C back

end, which implements the transformation using matrix multiplication on transformation matrices

associated with items in a display list.



In this assignment you will use this pattern to implement direct manipulation interaction with animated

geometric figures in a window, combining Python and C code.

Step 1

To begin you will implement rotation, so that instead of the circle bouncing off the edges of the window it

rotates around the centre of the window. In the C part of the code you will have to implement basic

matrices that rotate by a given angle around the origin. From the Python part of the code you will have to

request sequences of rotations and translations that compound into rotation about the point you that you

choose as the centre.

Once you have mastered rotation with one circle in the display list, the next thing to do is to add more

circles. A circle at the centre, for example, will resemble the sun at the centre of the solar system. To make

the interface, put a ‘planet source’ in a corner of the window. The user drags circles from the source into

the screen, using a drag-and-drop interface implemented using the left mouse button. The circles orbit at

the radius where the user drops them. The simplest implementation has all planets orbiting with the same

angular velocity, which is easily arranged without storing any information except the transformation

matrices of each planet, which you should do by using the Item struct in the C back end.

Step 2

As mentioned in class, the circle is a basic figure that interacts poorly with

geometry based on affine transformations. Polygons interact much better, so

much better that circles are normally implemented as polygons with a very

large number of sides. You will now implement triangles, the simplest

polygons as a second basic figure. The figure to the right shows the triangle

you should use for the basic figure. A second planet source, providing

triangular planets should be provided, from which users can drag triangular

planets which orbit together with the circular ones.

A planet without circular symmetry, like a triangle, provides the implementer with a problem. Should it

orbit maintaining its orientation with respect to an outside reference as the earth maintains the direction of

its north-south axis while rotating around the sun or should it orbit keeping one face fixed towards the

centre of its orbit, as the moon does in orbiting the earth. Implement user control over this aspect of the

interface.

The Interface. The triangle should emerge from its source with standard rotational behaviour. It should

toggle its behaviour when the user clicks on the animated triangle with the left mouse button, which means

mouse down and mouse up are both inside the triangle. We might as well extend this interface a little,

allowing the user to drag planets into new orbits by dragging them using the left mouse button.

Implementation. You need to implement selection for this part of the assignment. The easiest way to do

so is to implement selected state inside the back end, and to run through the display list to find out which

planet is selected when the mouse provides (x,y) coordinates. (In other words, the C back end provides a

gr_select( int x, int y ) call used by Python, and then maintains the selected item internally.) But, please see

the following paragraph.

The rotating planet implementation shows design choices that often occur in such interfaces. The

implementation with which you started implements transformation composition most naturally within the
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interface, which is the Python code. It was deliberately constructed like this to encourage students to

separate what we call coordinate-free geometry, which we find in the Python code, from geometry

implemented using coordinates, which is found in the C back end. Yet, while this works well for planets

rotating at the same angular velocity it is obviously defective when some planets rotate on their axes

differently from others. An obvious design has two types of triangular planet, one which rotates on its axis,

one which doesn’t. This information gets stored in the Item structure in the C back end, but because the

Python interface is creating the transformations that control planetary motion, it must be able to get the

planet type from the back end. Or going further, if the design generalizes to varied rotational and axial

velocities, the interface must be able to access more detailed internal state of the back end. No problem,

define get and set methods on the C back end and use them in the Python code that marshals the

transformations. Easy enough when the two parts are being implemented together, but potentially a serious

problem if the back end is frozen, and potentially intolerably inefficient if the channel linking interface to

back end is thin. More clever interface design is probably the answer. The design here has pedagogical

goals, which do not always coincide with practical ones.

Step 3

Unlike circles triangles remain easy to draw when they are transformed. (Why this is true is discussed

extensively in class; you should know the answer.) In the last step of the assignment you implement rescale

for the triangle shapes.

1. You must design the user interface for scaling, which must be completely mouse-driven. This means

that the user, seeing the shapes on the screen, can click and drag one or more times with the mouse.

The position of the mouse button and motion events is available to the implementer in Python mouse

event objects. Your interaction design calculates the parameters of the scale transformation based on

this input. The interaction design should also include any feedback you think the user needs in order to

monitor the progress of scaling. (As mentioned in class, and in the notes, a general scale transforma-

tion is determined by four parameters: the centre of scaling (2), the direction of scaling (1), and the

amount of scaling (1). It is, however, also necessary to determine which on-screen triangle is to be

scaled, whic requires some inside tests.)

2. You need to process the input to get the triangle to be scaled and the parameters of the appropriate

scale transformation. The transformation then must be applied to the triangle.

3. To find out which triangle is selected the interface will surely be something like clicking inside the

triangle. Implementing this requires you to designate a selected item inside the back end, on which the

front end can operate selectively.

Note that the example application showing use of geometry defines two different interface functions

Gr.gr_translateAll and Gr.gr_translateSelected. You could, just as easily, have one function, say

Gr.gr_translateItem with an extra argument indicating whether all items should be translated, or just

the selected one. Of course, once you have identified one item, it’s a simple generalization to give all

items names, and even to allow draw.py to access the entire display list, posisbly using an iterator. Why

mention this? Because it illustrates a design tension that exists whenever we build scripting interfaces.

Absorbing more and more of the back end into the scripting environment increases the scope of the

interface, and the control that can be provided to the user, but at a cost. Traffic increases across the

barrier between back end and interface, which usually requires formatting on the sending side and

parsing on the receiving one, both of which are highly inefficient. Computations that are efficient in the



back end are much less so in the scripting environment and the facilities for data stucturing in scripting

environments are pitiful.

Step 4 (optional, bonus only)

Implement satellites orbiting the planets. This will show you the real strength and coolness of geometry

based on affine transformations. (Hint. This is most easily done by implementing display lists that are

trees.)

Comments.

1. Notice how inconvenient it is to communicate between the front and back ends of an interface based on

scripting. In this assignment you are developing the front and back ends simultaneously. This is not the

situation in which scripting interfaces are most often used: usually the back end is complete and frozen

before development of the scripting interface is begun.

Approximate Mark Scheme

Step 1. 6 marks: 5 for function, 1 subjective

Step 2. 7 marks: 5 for function, 2 subjective

Step 3. 7 marks: 5 for function, 2 subjective

Step 4. 5 marks: all subjective.

Hand In

Your results should be handed in using the submit command. They will be run using the procedure that you

used to run the starting code.

1. Execute make in the getx directory.

2. Execute make in the parent directory.

3. Run python draw.py in the parent directory.

Therefore you must hand in:

1. The .c, .h and .py files that are your implementation.

2. Two Makefiles, which will be used by the TAs to create your code.

3. A Readme file which has at the beginning the exact part of the undergraduate environment on which

you tested your assignment. It should contain any other information that will make easier themarking

of your submission.
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